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Abstract

Table 1: Main Characteristics of the JAEA-ADS Accelerator

The Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) is working
in the research and development of an Accelerator Driven
Subcritical System (ADS) for the transmutation of nuclear
waste. To this end, JAEA is designing a 30 MW cw proton
linear accelerator (linac) with a beam current of 20 mA. The
JAEA-ADS linac starts with a Normal Conducting (NC) up
to an energy of 2.5 MeV. Then, five Superconducting (SC)
sections accelerate the beam up to 1.5 GeV. The biggest challenge for this ADS linac is the stringent reliability required
to avoid thermal stress in the subcritical reactor, which is
higher than the achieved in present accelerators. For this
purpose, the linac pursues a strong-stable design that ensures the operation with low beam loss and fault-tolerance
capabilities to continue operating in case of failure. This
work presents the beam dynamics results toward achieving
high reliability for the JAEA-ADS linac.

INTRODUCTION
The Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) is doing R&D
in an Accelerator Driven Subcritical System (ADS) for the
transmutation of minor actinides to reduce the long lifetime
and high radiotoxicity of nuclear waste. The JAEA-ADS
project is composed of a 30 MW cw proton linac, a spallation
target, and an 800 MW thermal power subcritical reactor [1],
as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: General scheme for the ADS.
A summary of the main specifications of the JAEA-ADS
linac is provided in Table 1. Among them, the restricted
number of beam trips is the main challenge for the ADS,
which is beyond the present high-intensity linacs [2]. Thus,
the JAEA-ADS linac seeks a reliability-oriented accelerator
by achieving a robust beam optics design and fault-tolerance
capabilities [3].

BEAM OPTICS DESIGN
The beam optics design pursues strict control beam loss
and beam properties such as energy spread and emittance
∗
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Parameter

Beam trip duration

Particle
Proton
Beam current (mA)
20
Beam energy (GeV)
1.5
Duty factor (%)
100 (cw)
Beam loss (W/m)
<1
Length (m)
429
Beam trips per year [4] 2×104
≤ 10 s
2×103
from 10 s to 5 min
42
> 5 min
growth; simple lattice arrangement; operation with de-rated
elements to reduce the failure probabilities and applied faulttolerance schemes.
Figure 2 shows that JAEA-ADS linac has a normal conducting (NC) part, a so-called Injector, and a superconducting (SC) part known as the Main Linac. The Main Linac
employs five groups of SC cavities to achieve high accelerating efficiency and compact design. The Half Wave Resonator
(HWR) and Single Spoke Resonator (SSR) use a configuration solenoid-cavity inside the cryomodule. For the HWR
region, the period is composed of one solenoid and one cavity; on the contrary, the SSR periods have two SC cavities
for SSR1 and three for SSR2. Five-cell Elliptical Resonators
(EllipRs) employ doublet NC quadrupoles with three and
five SC cavities per cryomodule for EllipR1 and EllipR2,
respectively [5].

Figure 2: Linac lattice configuration.
At the normal operation, the maximum accelerating gradient (𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 ) for the SC cavities was chosen to operate with
an electric peak up to 30 MV/m to reduce the possibility
of a malfunction in the cavity. Moreover, in case of an SC
cavity failure, it enables the increase of 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 to apply for
fault-tolerance compensations.
The beam optics was developed using the programs GenLinWin and Tracewin [6]. The beam loss was minimized
by reducing the beam halo and emittance growth. This was
achieved by pursuing an equipartitioning model, avoiding
parameter resonances, among others [5]. The lattice design
was optimized first in ideal conditions, i.e., without errors,
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Table 2: Parameters of the Main Linac
Parameters
Input 𝜀𝑥 (𝜋 mm mrad)
Input 𝜀𝑦 (𝜋 mm mrad)
Input 𝜀𝑧 (𝜋 MeV deg/mm mrad)
Number of Cavities
Number of magnets
Length (m)

0.24
0.23
0.08/0.39
293
153
416

tracking large beam distributions with 1 × 107 macroparticles obtained from the RFQ design [7]. Table 2 presents the
relevant parameters of the Main Linac. This ideal case is
known as the Ideal Machine (IM) case. The IM case did not
record beam loss; furthermore, it has reasonable control of
the normalized root-mean-square 𝜀, see Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Normalized rms emittance in the linac.
Then, the robustness of the lattice was tested using element errors and input beam errors (IBE). The former are
misalignments and parameters fluctuations of the cavities
and magnets. They are divided as statics elements errors
(SEE) and dynamics element errors (DEE). On the contrary,
IBEs are errors from Injector part such as emittance growth
and energy fluctuations. Reference [8] provides a detailed
explanation of the errors and their application. Figures 4 and
5 present a comparison of the 𝜀 growth and the maximum
radial envelopes for the error cases and the IM one. From
all the error cases simulated, only the static errors registered
beam loss; however, the corresponding maximum power loss
was 20 mW/m, two orders of magnitude lower than the limit
for hand-on maintenance.

FAULT-TOLERANCE
Fault-tolerance is achieved by using parallel or serial redundancy. For the former, the linac lattice is partially or
completely duplicated. In contrast, serial redundancy exploits the modularity of the linac by using the neighbors’
elements of the faulty element to compensate for the unwanted effect produced by the faulty one. This study was
focused on serial redundancy; however, the general strategy
is to use both schemes to decrease the duration and the number of beam trips. Figure 6 illustrates the serial redundancy

Figure 4: Normalized rms emittance growth for the different
beam simulation cases.
for a faulty SC cavity; nevertheless, the compensation for a
magnet failure follows the same proceeding.
Based on the Fault-tolerance schemes reported by Biarrotte [9,10], two schemes were applied: beam stopping compensation scheme and beam continue compensation scheme.
Figure 7 provides a summary of both schemes. The main
difference between both schemes is that the first one begins
with the compensation after the faulty element is detuned.
Subsequently, the compensation setting is less complex because it does not require to be updated. On the contrary, the
continue case starts the compensation when the faulty element is acting in the beam. Thus, the compensation settings
need to be continually updated according to the transient
behavior of the faulty element; consequently, the scheme becomes more complex and requires a large RF power budget.
The nonstop beam scheme is more attractive than the
stopped one because it implies the beam operation is not
interrupted; however, it is more challenging. Nevertheless,
when the fault element is detuned, both cases have the same
compensation settings. The three main challenges of both
schemes are a fast-reliable diagnostic, an accurate large compensation database, and fast control system. In addition,
these configurations are temporary; thus, after recovery of
the fault, the element settings will be returning to the design
configuration at a certain proper time.
The schemes were optimized to fulfill the next requirements:
• Beam loss < 1 W/m.
• Energy difference < ±1%.
• Δ𝜀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 /𝜀0,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 < 2.
• Mismatch < 0.4.
• Increase of 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 up to 20 % and 50 % for the stopping
and continue case, respectively.
• Increase of the magnetic field up to 20 %.
The energy, 𝜀, and mismatch are with respect to the design
case, also knows as the IM case. The values were calculated
using beam tracking simulations using 2 × 105 macroparticles.
The beam stopping strategy has been reported in previous
conferences [11, 12]. Figure 8 presents the compensation
MOP04
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Figure 5: Maximum radial beam size along the Main Linac for the different cases. The aperture and the rms size, for the IM
case, are included as a reference.

Figure 6: Serial redundancy scheme.
for a failure in the last cavity of the EllipR1 section using
this scheme. 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 and 𝜙𝑠 around the faulty SC cavity are readjusted to restore the beam energy at the closest downstream
period. Studies indicated that this procedure is suitable for
faulty elements in the last four sections of the Main Linac SC
cavity. The overall results registered no beam loss, an energy
difference below 0.3 %, and the largest mismatch was 0.17.
In addition, Fig. 9 presents the transverse and longitudinal 𝜀
growth for the worst compensation performance in a cavity
and magnet failure for the SSRs and EllipRs section. This
strategy is effective for decreasing the number of beam trips
that take longer than 10 s.
For the beam continue compensation scheme, only SC
cavities were tested. In addition, the transient behavior of the
cavities was computed considering only the detuning contributions of the cold tuning system and Lorentz force [10].
For instance, a failure at the end of the SSR1 section is discussed below. Figure 10 shows the transient behavior of the
𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 and 𝜙𝑠 for the faulty cavity. The failure was arbitrarily chosen to occur 500 µs after the simulation started, and
1 ms later, the cavity operated with almost the same 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 as
the design; but, 𝜙𝑠 suffered a change of -150∘ . Figure 11
presents the output energy dropped to zero after 230 µs after
the failure. It suggests that the adjustment scheme could
start at 230 µs after the failure, but beam loss is recorded at
160 µs later the failure occurred. After a trade-off among
a lower number of cavities, stable compensation, and real-

Figure 7: Serial redundancy strategies.
istic response time, it was decided to use two SC cavities
before and three SC after the faulty SC cavity and begin the
adjustment 130 µs after the failure.
Figure 12 shows that the final energy becomes stable after
some hundred microseconds after the compensation is applied. Between the failure starts until a stable compensation
is reached, the particles are transported through the linac
with an acceptable beam performance.
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Figure 10: 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑐 (top) and 𝜙𝑠 (bottom) for the faulty cavity.

Figure 8: Compensation scheme for the failure in the last
EllipR1’s cavity. The black-dotted vertical line indicates the
transition between EllipR1 and EllipR2 regions.

Figure 11: Output energy for the failure case.
between high statistics and the available computational resources. This procedure showed the feasibility of continuing
operating the linac in the presence of faulty cavities.

CONCLUSION
The JAEA-ADS linac pursues a robust beam optics design
with fault-tolerance capabilities to avoid thermal stress in
the subcritical reactor. The multiparticle tracking studies
showed a beam operation with beam losses of 20 mW/m in
Figure 9: Transverse and longitudinal 𝜀 growth for the worst
compensation case in SC regions, excluding the HWR section.
Additionally, Fig. 13 presents the maximum radial envelopes for the design, beam failure, and compensated case.
In the beam failure scenario, i.e., without compensation, the
beam envelope reached the aperture at the SSR2 section.
On the contrary, the envelope for the beam compensated
has a similar evolution as the design one. The largest radial
beam envelopes in Fig. 13 are smaller than Fig. 5 because
the number of macroparticles was reduced as a compromise

Figure 12: Final energy for the compensation case.
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Figure 13: Maximum radial beam size from some periods before the failure starts to the end of the linac.
error cases. In addition, the beam optics design has proper
control of the beam envelopes and emittance growth.
The fault-tolerance analysis proved serial redundancy
could be applied from the spoke section to the end of the
linac to fulfill the stringent reliability with acceptable beam
output properties and without compromise the cavity operation or neither a significant increase of the RF power budget.
These schemes indicate the possibility of a total or partial
reduction of the failure time in the SC cavities and magnets
of the linac. Therefore, they represent key conditions to meet
the strict reliability of the ADS project.
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